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The present essay is part of a study of household structure and
social mobility in the Austrian city of Graz during the second
half of the nineteenth century . The findings come from a sample
of 1,1o2 households containing 5,139 persons that was extracted
systematically from the manuscripts of the Austrian census of
October, 1857 . These persons and their descendents were traced
in subsequent censuses in 1869, 1880, 1890, 1900 and 1910 . The
linkage was undertaken by hand with the aid of semi-alphabetized
indices bequeathed by the Austrian census authorities ; name,
birthdate, and birthplace were used to establish correctness of
the linkage . The data contained in the Austrian census manuscripts
differ little from that in the censuses of other countries ; there
is, however, no direct information on wealth or income ; on the
other hand, there are reasonably unambiguous data on occupation,
position in occupation, and relationship to household head . (1)
This essay examines some dimensions of social mobility in Graz and
the relationship between mobility and the urban social structure
. (2)
The notion of social mobility used here is not limited to occupational
career patterns ; rather it is meant to encompass any movement--hori-
zontal or vertical--across social space
. More concretely I shall con-
centrate on two aspects of mobility : a) persistence and transiency
or geographic mobility ; and b) intragenerational shifts in occupational
status
. Regardless of the scope of its meaning, social mobility must
be investigated as a product of social structure
. The potentiality,
or even necessity, of movement is strongly affected by the economic,
demographic, and political context of that movement
. Therefore we
must first examine this context in Graz before proceeding to the facts
of mobility.
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Throughout the nineteenth century Graz was one of the major urban
centers of the Habsburg state . (3) In 1857 its population of 63,000
was the fourth largest in the western half of the monarchy . The city
could look back on a long tradition as a center of civil and mili-
tary administration, of culture, and of industry and commerce in the
southeastern corner of German Central Europe
. In 1857 the structure
of urban life in Austria and Graz was still characterized by tradi-
tional elements that inhibited social mobility
. Participation in
economic life was largely under the authority of the guildes ; guild
and governmental regulations combined to restrict a person's access
to ownership of a workshop or store . Most productive activity was
carried out in small units in which masters, journeymen, and appren-
tices coresided . Marriage laws required proof of assured livelihood
in order to obtain official permission to marry and thus to set up
an independent family household.
Of course this situation was not static . Migration to the city had
been growing since the 1840s; a trend that was further increased by
the elimination of peasant obligations in 1848 . By 1857 only 6o per-
cent of-the city's residents possessed legal right of permanent
domicile (Heimatrecht) in Graz . (4) Moreover, the 1850s and1860s
saw profound legal and ecconomic changes that would work theoret-
ically to increase the potentiality of social mobility in Austrian
and Graz society . In term of occupational mobility the most impor-
tant change was undoubtedly the abolition of the guilds in 1852 and
the establishment of almost total freedom to open a business merely
by registering with the communal authorities . Other legal impediments
to mobility were also subsequently removed . Prohibitions against the
permanent settlement of Jews in the city were dropped in 1863 . Offi-
cial economic qualifications for marriage were abolished in 1869.
In the new context of a free market economy the city began to indus-
trialize . After 1857 Graz was the mid-point of theSuedbahn from
Vienna to Trieste ; in 186o a subsidiary railway line to the west
provided access to the brown coal of the Koeflach-Voitsberg area;
1873 marked the completion of the line along the Raab into south-
western Hungary . The modernization and expansion of civil adminis-
tration and education during the 1860s also increased employment
both directly and indirectly through increased demands for office
space, schools, housing and furnishings . Between 1857 and 1869 the
city's population grew at the rapid rate of ca
. 1 .6 percent per
annum to reach 81,900 by the latter date . By the early 1870s Graz's
economy had acquired a substantial core of modern industry centered
around metallurgy and engineering, food and drink (especially beer),
leather and paper
. The three largest establishments in metallurgy
and engineering, only one of which had existed in 1857, together
employed over 2,500 in the boom of the Gruenderjahre ; the other areas
mentioned had several firms with l00-300 employees each
. The expan-
sionist bubble burst in 1873 and Graz's economic development suffered
a severe setback ; among the numerous business failures the most dra-
matic was the closing of the steel plant and engineering works in
1879 . The overall effect of the slump was reflected in the sharp
decline in the growth of Graz's population ; it grew at an annual
rate of less than one percent to reach 22,881 in 1
.880 . (5)
It has long been known that nineteenth-century urbanization was in
large part the result of migration
. (6) However, historians are only
beginning to investigate internal migration as an aspect of social
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mobility and as a two-way phenomenon with persons moving out of as
well as into the city . Numerous recent investigations of North Amer-
ican cities in the nineteenth century have revealed that transiency
was one of the fundamental characteristics of their populations . In
Hamilton, Ontario only one-third of the population present in 1851
was still there a decade later ; similarly high rates of transiency
were found in Boston, Newburyport, Warren, Poughkeepsie, Omaha, and
Birmingham . (7) A question immediately springs to the mind of the
historian of Europe : Are these high rates of geographic mobility a
uniquely North American phenomenon? There are a number of parochial
reasons for thinking that they might be : the newness of fixed settle-
ments, population expansion by dint of immigration, dynamic economic
growth, the frontier, etc
. The hackneyed contrast between the open,
footlosse American society and the rigidly stratified, sluggish
European society would lead one almost instinctively to support the
notion of North American uniqueness
. Such an assertion can no longer
be supported completely
. Similarly high rates of transiency--or low
rates of persistence--have been found in a number of European commu-
nities both during the nineteenth century and in earlier times
. (8)
In nineteenth-century Bochum and Rotterdam the persistence rate was
around fifty percent every decade ; that is, half of the population
being traced left the city in the course of a ten-year interval
. (2)
The phenomenon of high transiency is also characteristic of Graz
society in the nineteenth century . By the census of 1862--twelve
years after the previous one in 1857--only 4o percent of the persons
in our sample were still in the city . The rate of persistence can be
raised somewhat by including those who died during the interval
(4 .6 0) and those who probably died (5 .1 %)--that is, who were sixty
years or older in 1857 and were not found in 1862--but this still
means that one-half of the population of 1857 had departed from Graz
by 1869
. Surprisingly the rate of persistence was precisely the same
for both men and women ; however, given the well-known difficulties
in tracing women because of name changes upon marriage, the rate of
female persistence is undoubtedly understated.
The extent of transiency has a different character when one considers
the longer period from 1857 to 1880 . Nominally the city had lost over
three-quarter of its residents from 1857 . But the subtraction of the
deceased and the probably deceased reduces the proportion of transients
to 6o percent in 188o, compared to 5o percent in 1862
. This means that
the rate of loss slowed drastically in the second decade following the
starting date of the sample . Using the population of the sample remain-
ing in 1862 as a new base, the rate of persistence between 1862 and
1880 is substantially higher than between 1857 and 1862 . Fifty-seven
percent of the 1862 population was still in Graz in 188o ; by adding
those who died between 1862 and 188o the proportion of linked persons
is raised to 7o percent of the starting population.
If one takes the active labour force as the population to be traced,
the percentages of persistence differ somewhat but the trend remains
substantially intact . The most noticeable change is the drop in per-
sistence among females . This is produced by the nature of female
employment in Graz ; 53 percent of the female labour force was employ-
ed in domestic service, an occupational group commonly characterized
by high turn-over via marriage and physical departure .
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The social meaning of these data on persistence and transiency is
an important but difficult question
. Under normal political condi-
tions migration is a voluntary act and is, as Judah Matras has writ-
ten, "probably the most complex of population movements"
. (lo) The
particular issue of this essay is how migratory behaviour relates
to the process of social mobility . Stated bluntly, is transiency or
persistence a definite indicator of upward or downward social mobili-
ty? In order to approach an answer one must examine the characteris-
tics of the persisters and the transients
. However, since following
the fate of out-migrants is virtually impossible, one can only infer
the type of mobility associated with persistence or transiency from
the status of the individuals when they were in the city.
Such inference necessitates a "model" of migratory behaviour which
identifies variables and their potential effect on a decision to move
or stay
. In this study we can draw on two sets of variables that logi-
cally would influence migration : life-cycle variables and socio-econ-
omic variables
. The available life-cycle variables are : marital status,
age, and position within the household
. Roughly these variables pertain
to a persons's psychological commitment to residential stability in
that they reflect an individual's legal and emotional ties to other
persons such as family and kin
. Young, single persons without kin can
clearly move more easily and willingly than older, married individ-
uals with children and relatives
. The available socio-economic vari-
ables are : occupation, position within occupation, and houseownership.
These describe a person's economic commitment to the city ; the ob-
vious assumption here is that persons with a more substantial posi-
tion in the urban economy will be less inclined to move elsewhere in
search of economic betterment . A final variable to be used in this
study is legal domicile or Heimatrecht
. Heimatrecht in nineteenth-
century Austria was a kind of local citizenship that one acquired
through birth, marriage or application
. It gave a person permanent
right of residence in the city and the right to receive public wel-
fare assistance in times of indigence . Because of this latter
provision, Heimatrecht was seldom conferred on migrants and persons tend-
ed to keep the legal domicile with which they were born
. (11) Thus it
is best considered as describing the historic identification of a
person's family with a given community
. Other variables such as ethni-
city and religion that figure so prominently in mobility studies in
North America are of insignificant importance in Graz at this time;
the population was virtually entirely German and Roman Catholic
. Sex
is also omitted in this instance because of the lack of substantial
variations in persistence according to sex and because of the uncer-
tainty regarding the tracing of females.
Considering the impact of life-cycle variables first, one
finds familiar results. Single persons are considerably more likely to be tran-
sient than married persons ; 6o percent of married persons in 1857
were located in 1862 compared to 38 percent of single persons
. The
gap widened between 1862 and 1880
. By the latter date the proportion
of married persons linked was twice as high as for single persons . A
curve of the age distribution of persisters clearly identifies the
strong connection between youthfulness and transiency.The percentage
of persisters in a five-year cohort declines sharply until 25-22 after
which it rises and remains steady until the toll of death begins in
a massive way in the age-group 60-64 . The age distribution of per-
sisters in the male labour force is virtually identical . The major
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difference is that the trough is even deeper : less than 25 percent
of those under 25 years of age in 1857 remained in Graz by 1862.
The third life-cycle variable--position in household--is a more di-
rect measure of the nature of a person's relationship to the commu-
nity of residence . In Graz in 1857 position in the household also
indicated socio-economic status in the sense that marriage laws and
guild regulations made the establishment of an independent household
depend on the attainment of a secure living . The record or persistence
by position in the household in the long decade between 1857 and 1862
shows a sharp rise in transiency according to the nature of a person's
ties to the head of the household : the weaker the strength of kin-
ship links, the higher the transiency . Persons belonging to the fam-
ily nucleus of the household--heads, spouses, andchildren--remained
in Graz in greater numbers than average . Sixty percent of the male
household heads, 6o percent of the spouses, and 47 percent of the
children were located in 1862 . A very high proportion of the first
two groups could also be linked in 1880 . Among the children the tend-
ency to stay in Graz after 1862 was also strong ; about two-thirds of
those still present in 1862 appeared again in the 188o census .(12)
Outside the family nucleus the rate of persistence drops quickly;
just over 4o percent of the coresident relatives and just over 3o
percent of the lodgers could be found in 1862 . In the case of the
relatives, though, once they stayed through the first census period,
they were also traceable in the second . About half of the persisting
relatives had subsequently established their own households in the
city, but the other half--mostly unmarried sisters and widowed moth-
ers-- remained as dependents in the original household . Servants and
resident employees, lowest on the totem pole of household-status,
attested their transient membership in both the household and the
community by a persistence rate of only 2o percent, less than half
the level of the family nucleus . Servants are usually considered the
most volatile segment of urban society ; in the case of Graz this label
must be assigned to the resident employees ; only 16 percent of the
male resident employees in the 1857 sample could be located twelve
years later.
Life-cycle variables, then, clearly exerted a powerful influence on
the geographic mobility of Graz residents . Moreover, these variables
are well-behaved in the sense. that their relationship to persistence
and transiency in Graz is consistent with the findings of other stu-
dies of urban communities.
The impac of the designated socio-economic variables, on the other
hand, is more complex . The most straight-forward one is houseowner-
ship . Over 6o percent of the male houseowners in 1857 could be located
in the census of 1862, a figure substantially above the average per-
sistence rate for males ; however, if one takes male heads of house-
hold as the reference point, the gap is narrowed almost to the point
of insignificance . Possession of legal domicile in Graz predictably
increased the likelihood of staying in the city . Persons with Heimat-
recht outside Graz had, after all, already indicated a migratory pro-
pensity by coming to Graz in the first place . Counting deceased per-
sons as well, one-half of Graz natives could be found in the city in
1862 and 39 percent were linked with the 188o census . By contrast bare-
ly one-third of the non-natives were located twelve years after the
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date of the base sample . To a certain degree the frequency of per-
sistence is inversely related to the distance a migrant has come.
Excepting those from outside the Habsburg territories,persons from
the surrounding districts of Styria and from the immediate south-
western provinces of Carinthia and Carniola have the lowest rates
of persistence . These results suggest that these persons
were probably temporary migrants who came to the city for training and experi-
ence and did not intend to stay in Graz from the very beginning . (13)
This brings us to a consideration of •the impact of occupation arid
position in occupation upon persistence and the connection between
geographic mobility and vertical social mobility . A recurrent asser-
tion in many historical studies of urban social mobility is that
transiency was an indicator of a person's lack of economic success
in the city . In his study of mobility in Bochum between 188o and
1200 David Crew argued that out-migrants "were largely the failures
in the urban economy and probably had a good change of remaining so
whereever they went" . (14) Similar statements can be found in other
studies . (15)
The Graz data question this common assertion although they do show
a strong relationship between position in occupation and persistence.
Predictably the higher positions--higher in terms of wealth, income,
security and status--have higher than average rates of persistence
that correspond to their "investment" in the city . Almost two-thirds
of the self-employed men in 1857 were linked to the census of 1862;
there was no significant difference between self-employed in the
industrial versus the commercial sector or according to size
of establishment . (16) More than half of the men in salaried white-collar
positions or of those who lived from independent means could also be
found . At the other end of the spectrum, only 21 percent of the fe-
male servants were located twelve years after the original sample.
In this case low persistence probably means a kind of success . Any
movement out of the lowly status of household servant could be con -
sidered upward mobility ; a frequent type of departure was marriage,'
an event that would change the family name and make it almost impos-
sible for the linking process to be successful.
The persistence behaviour of these socio-economic groups is as ex-
pected . A problem arises, however, when we look at male manual work-
ers . If out-migration indicates a failure to achieve upward mobility,
one would logically expect to find higher rates of transiency among
the unskilled who by definition would be ill-equipped to meet the
technical requirements for upward mobility in an industrializing so-
ciety. Yet contrary to these expectations it is the unskilled work-
ers who persist to a much greater degree than the skilled workers.
Only-one-quarter of the skilled workers--journeymen and apprentices--
in 1857 remained in Graz until 1862 compared to 42 percent of the
unskilled. Since we know that, in general, skilled industri'al employment
did not decline in the city during this period, wemust con ud tha
factors besides position in occupation influenced workers' decisions
to leave Graz.
The factors are probably found in the differing life-cycle character-
istics of the two groups . In 1857 the skilled worker in Graz was
typically young, single, and non-native ; he also normally resided in
the household of his employer . Seventy-five percent of the skilled"
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workers were under age 35 ; 78 percent were single ; 65 percent pos-
sessed Heimatrecht in a community other than Graz ; and 54 percent
lived as resident employees, an additional 15 percent as lodgers . By
contrast the typical male unskilled workers in 1857 was older and
more settled in the city . Only 35 percent of the unskilled workers
were under 35 ; 42 percent were single ; 45 percent did not have Graz
Heimatrecht ; and a mere 10 percent lived in their employer's house-
hold, 12 percent as lodgers . Thus the difference in the migratory
patterns of skilled and unskilled workers would seem to be less a
question of success or failure in socio-economic advancement than of
life-cycle . Even without the initial context of a guild economy with
its emphasis on Wanderschaft, there would be many plausible non-eco-
nomic motives for the low rate of persistence of young, single men,
among them a simple desire for adventure and, probably more important-
ly, the call of military service.
Of the variables examined for a relationship with persistence, occu-
pation has the least direct effect . The correlation appears to be
quite unsystematic and mostly unconnected to the nature of the oc-
cupation and its position in the urban economy . The high persistence
of men in agriculture, retail trade and banking is consistent with
property ownership and investment in inventory . But it is unclear why
only 12 percent of those in metallurgy remained compared to 44 percent
in engineering ; both occupational groups were expanding rapidly in
the course of Graz's industrialization until at least the mid-1870s.
Occupational groups that were slowly declining between 1857 and 188o,
such as the clothing industry and woodworking, exhibited average or
even slightly higher than average rates of persistence . The relative
unimportance of specific occupations in determining geographic mobi-
lity is not unique to Graz ; Michael Katz arrived at similar conclu-
sions for Hamilton in the 1850s.(17)
So far the discussion has dealt with the separate impact of each in-
dependent variable on migration to ascertain whether or not there was
a significant pattern of influence . To determine the strengths of
these influences when all variables are considered simultaneously
requires the use of multivariate techniques . For this purpose I used
the ANOVA procedure in SPSS which measures the amount of variance in
the dependent variable--in this case migratory behaviour expressed as
the dichotomy "present" or "not present"-- that can be derived from
the additive effects of the independent variables . In addition the
procedure adjusts the distribution of persistence within each varia-
ble for the effect of the other independent variables and computes
a standardized beta figure that describes the relative weight of each
variable's contribution to the determination of persistence . (18)
Full results of this analysis are presented in table 10 ; here I can
only point out some highlights . The analysis was applied only to the
male labour force with deceased persons excluded ; the reason behind
this choice was that the migratory behaviour of such a population
would be more economically rational than would be the case with a
population involving spouses, children and other dependents . In gen-
eral the life-cycle variables are more important in explaining per-
sistence than the socio-economic variables . The most important single
variable is relationship to head of household with a standardized
beta of .22 . Even after controlling for the effects of age, position
in occupation, occupational category, and legal domicile, the dif-
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ference in rates of persistence between nuclear family members and
lodgers or servants and resident employees remains quite largo . Ac-
cording to the adjusted distributions 51 percent of male household
heads persisted compared to 25 percent of servants and resident em-
ployees . At some distance behind household status in relative impor-
tance come position in occupation, age, and legal domicile with
standardized betas of .17, .15 and .14 respectively . As anticipated
occupation is the least influential component in determining persist-
ence between 1857 and 1862 (beta = .11) . The ranking of the variables
changes considerably when persistence between 1862 and 188o is the
item analyzed . In fact, the model falls apart with only two of the
variables--age and Heimatrecht--having statistically significant con-
tributions.
Taken together all variables "explained" 17 percent of the variation
in persistence between 1857 and 1862 and only 2 percent between 1862
and 1880 . These low levels provoke the sober recognition that migra-
tory behaviour is a very complex and unpredictable phenomenon that
can be only imperfectly captured by "rational" models embodying stage
in the life-cycle or socio-economic status . What Michael Katz wrote
about Hamilton also applies to Graz during this period : "despite the
differences between transients and persisters, every (sic) type of
person apparently moved" . (12) Geographic mobility was a pervasive
characteristic of nineteenth-century urban society, so pervasive, in
fact, that its links with a rationalistic, calculating mode of behav-
iour which responds to measurable characteristics seems to have been
very weak . Indeed I am tempted to conclude wryly that many people
left Graz in the final analysis simply because the spirit moved them.
If the common contention that out-migration expressed relative socio-
economic failure in the city is difficult to demonstrate conclusively
in the case of Graz, what can be said about the success or failure of
the persisters? Did they make "right" decision in the sense that they
were able to realize opportunities for socio-economic advancement?
In terms of geographic mobility Graz and the rest of urban Austria
in the third quarter of the nineteenth century were open societies;
can the same be said for vertical social mobility? Well, no, but
there was considerable movement . Between 1857 and 1862 4o percent of
the persisting male labour force experienced a change in position in
occupation . For the male labour force persisting between 1869 and 188o
the total percent mobile was slightly lower at 37.
However, as shown in table 11, this mobility was clearly circum-
scribed . The groups classified as professionals and salaried employ-
ees exhibited the strictest degree of segregation expressed in terms of
occupational self-recruitment and inheritance . For the most part these
groups were characterized by academic training that was not available
to the average person ; three-quarters of the salaried group were in
fact civil servants . While there was some exchange between these two
groups themselves, there was little between them and the others in
the labour force . Between 1857 and 188o only fourteen persons from
these other groups--two from the self-employed and twelve from the
ranks of skilled workers--became salaried employees ; none became a
Beamte .
The self-employed tradesmen and master artisans showed a high , degree
of occupational stability and exclusiveness over the two decades . In-
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cluding those who retired, about 8o percent of the self-employed
males remained in that category for the entire period from 1857 to
1880
. In spite of the vicissitudes of the urban economy in the60s
and 1870s, they managed substantially to maintain their position at
least outwardly
. The shift away from smallshop production associated
with industrialization and evident in table B was not yet sufficient-
ly strong to take the form of widespread downward-mobility among the
self-employed . Even the years of depression after 1873 do not seem
to have forced proprietors who had established themselves by 1862
into decline and failure in large numbers . Nonetheless there is evi-
dence that self-employment would be threatened in the near future.
Between 1862 and 188o downward mobility was higher than average among
the younger self-employed artisans . Rather than hang onto the work-
shop at all cost, they evidently were forced to seek employment as
skilled workers . In the earlier period downward mobility into skilled
labour was infrequent ; the typical pattern of downward mobility among
the self-employed in the 1860s was the decline into unskilled labour
or onto the public dole, a turn of events associated with aging and
probably infirmity.
As stated earlier most skilled workers in Graz in 1857 were still
part of a socio-economic order characterized by guild organizations.
In such an economy the status of dependent skilled worker was a func-
tion of life-cycle and thus considered a temporary state of affairs.
The skilled journeyman aspired to and theoretically ultimately ob-
tained ownership of his own workshop or store . Whatever the reality
might have been before 1857, such aspirations during the period cov-
ered by this essay were not completely wishful thinking . Between 1857
and 1862, no doubt in part due to the introduction of Gewerbefreiheit
in 1852, a substantial number of skilled journeymen realized their
goal of an independent business . Twenty-nine percent of those skilled
workers in 1857 who remained in Graz to 1862 had become self-employed
by the latter date . The odds were 2 :3 that a skilled worker would
rise to proprietorship as opposed to remaining a skilled worker . By
contrast the odds that a skilled worker would experience downward mo-
bility into the ranks of unskilled workers, farmers and welfare re-
cipients were less than 1 :5.
This seemingly favourable situation began to change in the 1870s . Not
only was the general economic picture bleak after 1873 but also in
several areas of traditional industrial activity in Graz--leather
production, metallurgy, engineering, brewing--the economic viability
of small workshops was increasingly threatened by the establishment
of modern industrial plants
. One effect was to curtail the upward mo-
bility of skilled workers
. Between 1862 and 188o only 16 percent of
the skilled journeymen moved into their own businesses ; the odds for
this type of upward mobility fell to 1 :3 . At the same time a new
channel of upward social mobility--salaried commercial-industrial
employment--emerged in a modest way, a portent of future developments.
Thus the total percentage of skilled workers experiencing some degree
of upward mobility between 1862 and 188o fell only to 23.
An examination of the occupations involved in the upward mobility re-
veals limitations in the opportunities implied in the aggregate fig-
ures just presented
. The odds for realizing a permanent move into
self-employment differed considerably from one occupation to another.
By and large only occupations dominated by local demand and requiring
only modest capital investment were characterized by upward mobility .
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Forty-six percent of skilled cabinet makers in 1857 had their own
workshop in 1862 ; 4o percent of skilled retail clerks and 38 percent
of skilled workers in clothing manufacture--roughly
two-thirds tailors, one-third shoemakers--acquired independent businesses during
this period . By contrast only 2 out of 21 skilled workers in metal-
lurgy and engineering and none of the skilled workers in printing
made the jump to owner
. Similar differentiation was maintained during
the period from 1862 to 188o but with generally lower mobility re-
sults.
Can we really treat all movement into self-employment as upward so-
cial mobility for a skilled journeyman? For example, the overall po-
sition in the urban economy of two of the occupations in which high
mobility was found--wood-working and clothing manufacture--declined
between 1857 and 1880
. Unfortunately I do not have adequate informa-
tion on income or wealth with which to assign a firm economic ranking
to occupational titles
. But while the economic position of the inde-
pendent craftsman was undoubtedly being eroded in the course of in-
dustrialization, self-employment certainly still meant upward mobi-
lity according to the ethos of the artisan economy . Having one's
business generally enhanced one's social position in a variety of own
ways ; it increased the likelihood of heading one's own household or
becoming married ; it was an important consideration in applications
for Graz Heimatrecht
. Moreover, in nineteenth-century Graz self-em-
ployment was a crucial contributor to political status in the com-
munity ; suffrage was based on payment of direct taxes and until the
establishment of personal income tax in 1828 only owners of businesses
or property paid direct taxes
. (2o) Of course the degree of success
by the attainment of independent economic status varied enormously.
As Allen Sharlin has pointed out with respect to Frankfurt am Main,
a shift from skilled journeyman to self-employed shopkeeper was both
economically and socially ambiguous and often marked relative decline
rather than advancement
. (21) Sharlin's argument would plausibly apply
to Graz as well, but according to my information such moves were in-
frequent in Graz during the period covered
. The majority of skilled
workers who became shopkeepers were already employed in the commer-
cial sector so for them it was a logical occupational development.
S .M. Miller has suggested another important consideration : namely,
how permanent was the upward change in status? (22) In formal terms
the "stability of mobility" in Graz between 1857 and 188o appears to
have been high . Only a fifth of the skilled workers who attained pro-
prietorship by 1862 had returned to the ranks of skilled labour in
1880.
Even though the promise of upward mobility for the skilled manual
worker in Graz was limited, his occupational career experience still
substantially separated him from the unskilled labourers . The persons
in this latter group occupied the bottom leval of the socio-economic
hierarchy and tended to stay there
. Less than one-quarter of those
classified unskilled experienced any upward shift in status between
1857 and 1880 . Unskilled workers had little chance to become self-
employed ; those areas into which they did move were the marginal ser-
vices, etc.--which were of doubtful economic viability . Opportunities
in skilled work were also few
. In both the 1860s and 1870s only 11
percent of male unskilled workers moved into skilled positions, the
largest number into the construction branch where skills could be
more easily acquired .
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In short patterns of social mobility in Graz between 1857 and 1880
reveal a society in which social boundaries were strongly defined.
Except for movement--mostly one-way--between skilled workers and
self-employed artisans--an emphatic pattern of segregation obtained.
And it was evidently not weakening much in the course of early in-
dustrializatiun . One might have expected a narrowing of the differ-
ences between skilled and unskilled labour as a counterpart of the
diminishing upward mobility of the skilled workers in the 1870s
. The
Griffens detected this development in Poughkeepsie around this same
time, but it does not seem to have occurred in Graz . (23) In Graz
the proportion of either group moving into self-employment declined
by about half in the 1870s compared to the 1860s
. The picture of a
society in which occupational status is well-defined and relatively
stable is reinforced by the low level of horizontal occupational mo-
bility . Skilled workers, who as a group experienced the greatest de-
gree of upward and downward mobility, remained remarkably faithful
to their original occupational categories
. Only 15 percent of those
who remained at the level of skilled worker changed their occupation;
the same percentage applies to those who became self-employed . Even
unskilled workers were consistently found in the same jobs over the
years although admittedly one of those designations--Tagloehner--is
very unspecific . In spite of considerable industrialization Graz's
socio-economic structure to 188o remained strongly influenced by
traditional norms . The influence would be reinforced by the revision
of the Austrian Gewerbeordnung in 1883 which restored many legal
features of the artisan economy in Austria . (24) What effect this
move would have on mobility remains to be investigated.
The modest level of advancement among those residents in 1857 who
remained in Graz further substantiates the earlier argument that out-
migration was not necessarily an indication of economic failure in
the city . The possibility of success for workers as measured in the
attainment of self-employment was simply limited everywhere
. Further-
more there was almost no difference in the persistence rate from 1862
to 188o between those workers who had achieved proprietorship in the
1860s and those who had not : for the former it was 70 .6 percent, for
the latter 73
.8 percent (disregarding the deceased and probably de-
ceased)
. in fact in the long run out-migrants might be more success-
ful if one can extrapolate from the record of migrants coming into
Graz . Among the skilled workers who remained in the city, the natives
had the lowest degree of upward mobility . A fifth of Graz-born indus-
trial skilled workers established themselves as independent artisans
in the 1860s compared to almost one-third of those from outside the
province of Styria.
Finally a brief comparative note to conclude this sketch . The dimen-
sions of mobility in Graz bear striking resemblance to patterns found
in North American cities during this same period . The Graz data are
somewhat differently organized but the results are frequently almost
interchangeable with those for Poughkeepsie, Hamilton, or Boston . A
high level of geographic mobility and population turn-over seems to
be a characteristic of cities everywhere in the nineteenth century.
In the 1860s and 1870s upward mobility from manual labour into the
ranks of self-employed or salaried was possible for a minority but
becoming increasingly difficult to achieve ; on both sides of the At-
lantic the large majority of employed persons stayed in the same oc-
cupational group throughout their working life . However, it does ap-
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pear that the chances of an unskilled worker achieving upward mobi-
lity were somewhat better in Poughkeepsie and Hamilton than in Graz.
North American cities also seem to have no equivalent of the Austrian
salaried group composed primarily of civil servants whose status,
status consciousness and social exclusiveness were pronounced . If
these similarities are genuine and not merely an artifice, it will be
very interesting to see if they remain or diminish as studies proceed
into the late nineteenth and twentieth century.
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Table A : Occupational Distribution of Male Labour Force, 1857 and
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source : samples from Graz census manuscripts in respective years.
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Table B : Status in Occupation of Male Labour Force, 1857 and 188o
(in per cent)
1857 188o









professional 2 .1 2 .8





commercial self-employed 6 .2 8 .2
industrial
	
skilled 35 .1 30 .5
commercial skilled 3 .0 3 .1
apprentice 6 .6 5 .8
semi-skilled 2 .7 2 .3
unskilled 12 .3 12 .5
servant 7 .3 4 .7
source :
	
samples from Graz census manuscripts in respective years .




















male 2,421 32 .6 4 .2 4 .6 50 .9
female 2,718 32 .6 4 .3 5 .5 50 .6








male 2,421 23 .5 10 .9 6 .o 52 .6
female 2,718 21 .8 2 .o 7 .2 62 .o






male 258 59 .3 15 .2 3 .4 22 .1
female 1,o77 55 .0 11 .8 4 .3 28 .2
total 2,o35 57 .0
	
. 13 .4 3 .9 25 .7
+ Deaths ascertained through information on record of a family mem-
ber, usually a spouse.
-F+
Persons who were over 6o years of age at last presence in census.
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male 1,538 36 .7 4 .6 4 .4 54
.3
female 873 26 .8 1 .4 4 .2 67
.6








male 1,538 21 .1 12 .3 6 .2 6o .5
female &73 15 .7 3 .6 5 .9 74 .8
total 2,411 12 .1 2 .1 6
.1 65 .7
c)	 1862 - 188o
male 565 52 .9 19.1 4 .8 23 .2
female 26o 52 .7 5 .8 5 .8 35.8
total 825 52 .8 14 .9 5 .1 27
.2
+ Deaths ascertained through information on record of a family mem-
ber, usually a spouse
++
Persons who were over 6o years of age at last presence in census.
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35-32 200 247 447 48 44 46 32 32 32
(
	
6 ) (	2 ) (
	
3) ( 11 ) (
	
5 ) ( 8)

















3) (13) (lo) (lo)







7) (16) (12) (14)







4) (37) (24) (34)





2) (35) (31) (33)
65-62 73 68 141 23 22 23 - 3 -
(27) (28) (28) (5o) (44) (48)
7o+ 7o 20 16o 7 7 7 - - -
(7o) (54) (61) (77) (61) (68)










+The figures in parentheses are the percentages deceased in the cate-
gory .
Table 5 : Persistence by Relationship to Household, 1857 -1880+
per cent
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Persistence by Geographic Origin, 1857 -
	
188o +
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Persistence by Status in Occupation, 1857 -
	
1880 +






























independent 144 121 335 38 3o 34 15 10 12
means (18) (12) (14) (32) (21) (27)
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other loo 1o4 2o4 28 25 4 15 lo 12
(14) (1S) (15) (12) (25) (22)










+The figures in parentheses are the percentages deceased in the cate-
gory.
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Table 8 : Persistence by Status in Occupation, 1842 - 1880+
status in 1842 N in 1842 per cent
persisting 188o





self-employed 184 21 207 51 52 51
(35) (14) (33)
independent 55 58 113 40 33 34
means (34) (31) (33)
salaried 84 2 84 58 5o 58
(2o) (5o) (20)
























unskilled 72 27 176 51 41 54
(27) (lo) (18)






dependent 310 752 1o42 47 54 52
(
	
1 ) ( lo ) (	7 )








parentheses are the percentages deceased in the cate-
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per cent per cent
in 1857 persisting 1842 persisting 1880
agriculture 4o 52 .5 15 .0
mining-smelting 2 - -
stone-earth 18 14 .7 11 .1
metallurgy 113 18 .4 8 .8
engineering 34 44
.1 4 .5
chemicals 2o 30 .0 15 .o
energy 5 40.0
-
construction 8o 42 .5 20.
printing 17 52 .2 22 .4
textiles 14 37 .5 12 .5
paper 13 3o .8 7 .7
leather, hair, etc . 22 27 .3 22 .7
woodworking 121 31 .4 22 .3
food processing 111 24 .3 17 .1-
other industry 22 31 .8 18 .2
hostelry 53 32 .1 15 .1
retail & wholesale trade 92 53 .3 23 .2
itinerate trade 3 33 .3 -
banking, insurance 7 57 .1 28 .4
transportation, post
	
5o 42 .o 30.0
other commercial services 14 35.7 14 .3
casual labour 115 40 .0 22 .4
household- service 11.3 27 .4 14 .2
civil service 144 45 .2 31 .5
education 22 54 .5 22 .7
other free professions 27 25 .2 3 .7
unclassifiable 1 - -
clothing 241 41 .o 27 .4
total 1538 34 .7 21 .1
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grand mean = .32
	
r 2 = .142
	
N = 1417
+Deceased persons excluded from analysis ; cases with missing data
also excluded .
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Table 11 : Mobility of Male Labour Force, 1857 188o
(outflow percentages)
occupational status at end of period




Sr - 42 58 33 8 - -
- 12
62 - 80 74 2 2 - 2 - - 11
2) salaried
57 - 42 5 82 1 1 1 - 2 &4





57 - 49 - 1 78 5 2 5 2 112
49 - 8o - 1 71 8 13 4 4 90
4) commercial
self-employed
57 - 42 - 2 12 42 - 12 4 48




57 - 42 - 2 .24 5 51 12 4 176
62 - 8o 1 4 10 4 55 13 2 155
4) unskilled
57 - 42 - - 5 4 11 7o 2 122
42 - 8o 1 - 1 4 11 47 14 23
7) other, farmer
57 - 62
- - 9 - - 21 11
42 - 8o - - - - - - too- 2
total N
11 84 145 54 1o2 123 44 54557 - 4g
42 - 8o 15 54 84 4o 28 1o7 37 435
